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Highlights
We initiate coverage of Natura (NATU3) with a BUY recommendation and an year-end 2015 target price
of BRL 49.45 implying 32.8% upside from current levels. Natura has a leading positioning in the Brazilian
CF&T (Consumer Fragrances and Toiletries) market, the third world’s largest, and is one of the most well
established brands in Latin America. Our rating is based on company’s reference position in Brazil, its
foreign growth potential, direct sales model strength, and the recognition it will master all the upcoming
challenges.
Market drivers. The most important drivers for the CF&T market in general are innovation capacity and
macroeconomic variables such as women insertion in the labour market, variances on purchasing power and
life expectancy. For those inserted on direct sales channel, both amount of consultants and their
productivity become central drivers.
Competitive advantages. Strong cash generation, excellent brand recognition, high innovation index,
impressive Return on Equity (ROE) and decentralized logistical footprint are the main supporters of a
successful history told through sector’s leadership and brand awareness.
A good entry point. An inflexion point has opened up last month as risk aversion has exaggeratedly risen
due to uncertainty in Brazilian polls and Natura’s recent marketperform results. In our view the stock is
cheap, as proved by a P/E ratio(14.7x) lower than company’s historical average(15.7x). We expect a very
positive trend from now on, justified by:(i) company’s ramp up curve in International Operations, (ii)a more
favorable macroeconomic scenario,(iii) a new CEO and (iv) an expected national’s earnings fast recovering,
boosted by the full absorption of the investment plan’s productivity gains.
Valuation. Our valuation is based on a Free Cash Flow to Firm(FCFF) model supported by a multiple
analysis. We deliver the market fair price of BRL 49.45/share confirming that Natura will outperform in the
next years, endorsed by new sales strategy and enhancement of operating margins. The stock EV\EBITDA
NTM multiple is 9.9x, lower than the respective industry median of 10.74x and also below its historical
value of 12.1x.
Main risks. Our forecast may be distorted by competitive enforcement, negative macroeconomic scenario,
direct sales model downturn and government cuts or reduces in credit line by BNDES.

Source: Economatica
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Investment Summary
Business strategy: a history of delivering. We initiate our coverage of Natura Cosméticos SA (NATU3)
with a BUY rating and a year-end 2015 target price of BRL 49.45, implying a 32.8% upside from current
levels. The stock EV\EBITDA NTM multiple is 9.9x, lower than the respective industry median of 10.74x
and also below its historical value of 12.1x, proving to be undervalued and justifying good perspectives for
at least filling this gap soon. Natura is the leader of Brazilian CF&T industry, with a market share of 12.8%
and a brand preference of 40.8%.(See figure 1)
Although Natura’s performance has been volatile throughout this year, we believe these are only short-term
concerns. Recent market share losses mainly due to competition worsening have forced the company to
adapt to new market trends. In our vision, its ability to overcome challenges and survive to market changes
will once more be proved, based on strong values, strong cash generation, capacity of innovation, large
brand preference and hefty international operations’ growth.
A groundbreaking innovation. Through Rede Natura, the company gets a step closer of becoming multichannel, multi-brand and multi-categories. In this new system that will be the backbone of brazilian
revenues’ CAGR2014-18 of 7.1% yoy (see Figure 2), Natura accesses online sales system (see appendix 7 for
E-commerce) and offers an improved shopping experience for their clients, who can now pay with credit
cards and receive their products directly at home in only 48 hours. Its decentralized logistical footprint
shows Natura is ready to cope with sales increase due to national rollout of Rede Natura without
constraining its production process. In fact, given the existence of idle capacity (ca. 35% in 2013), the
company is likely to benefit from operational levels and efficiency gains, with a positive impact over its
COGS, consequently increasing operating margins up to 24% in 2018.
Successful peer transition. Amorepacific Corp. is a sustainable cosmetics South Korean company based on
direct sales that has recently launched an online platform and retail stores, after struggling with its direct
sales growth. Similarities between both companies show that AP’s huge success in these transitions has
strong likelihood of being repeated by Natura. After its e-commerce debut in 2011, AP’s net revenue has
grown an average of 23% yoy and its online sales show a strong CAGR2011-13 of 30% yoy, more than
offsetting its direct sales downward trend.
Valuation and Financial analysis look attractive. Our target price of BRL 49.45 and consequent 32.8%
upside is grounded on a Discount Cash Flow (DCF) Analysis and a Multiple Pricing. We enhance our BUY
rating on the stock through the following fronts: (i) Hiking consultants productivity (up to 40% in 2018) and
robust International Operations(IO) revenues growth CAGR2014-18=21.1%, have boosted our DCF model and
(ii) Natura’s NTM lower EV\EBITDA multiple (9.9x) in comparison to peers (10.7x) and the company’s
historical average(12.1x) show a current undervaluation. An astonishing historical ROE of over 60% since
its IPO must be highlighted, as well as our prediction of 69% for the coming years, based on lower COGS
and inflated net margins.
Increasing consultant productivity. As consultant growth in Brazil reaches a steady state, Natura plans to
focus on increasing their productivity by adopting new means of payment and consultant segmentation, in a
way to build a comprehensive customer profile, with discrete product offers. In Rede Natura, consultants
will maintain its importance to operation though as advisors, guiding customers towards the most suitable
products for their profile. As a result, we predict a heightened productivity of up to 40% of current levels. In
our view, the company’s ability to reach consumers through these sales reps is considered an important
competitive advantage.
Booming international operations. The hefty growth of its international operations (international
revenues’ CAGR2010-13 of 44.7%) make us believe Natura’s performance will decreasingly rely on Brazilian
market, with international revenues representing up to 28.7% of total revenues in 2018 (see Figure 3). Its
IOs advantages range from insertion in Latam’s fastest-growing economies, such as Chile, Colômbia,
Mexico and Peru, to also in consistent markets for CF&T (e.g. Mexico, Latam’s second largest CF&T
industry) with high acceptance of direct sales.
Risks to our view. Risks to our target price, which will be treated on our Risks section, include further
market share erosion, worsening of competitive scenario, macroeconomic downturn and currency
depreciation.
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Business Overview
A Brazilian giant. Leader of its sector in Brazil, the 2014 most valuable brand in Latin America and
based on strong values and sustainability, Natura Cosméticos S.A. was founded in 1969 by Antonio Luiz
da Cunha Seabra and Jean Pierre Berjeaut in São Paulo. The company operates mostly on the segments of
cosmetics, fragrances and toilette (CF&T) and is listed in BM&FBOVESPA since 2004, under the ticker
NATU3, also joining the Novo Mercado (group of companies with highest standards of corporate
governance). According to company’s data, 83.9% of its net income in 2013 comes from Brazilian sales
with a market share of 20.4% in core segments, endorsing a brand preference of 43.8%, bearing thus the
leadership on the sector.
Main strengths. Natura has achieved and maintained its position as a leader of the segment based on the
following features: (i) focus on solid value proposition “well being well”; (ii) belief in the power of direct
sales through constantly trained consultants who strongly identify with the company; (iii) consistent
innovation by launching new products and sales promotion, massively advertised throughout Natura’s
magazine (presents its products, values and concepts of each sub brand); (iv) creation and development of
a wide range of discretionary products for distinct demands, benefiting specially from Brazil’s high
diversity and (v) performing triple bottom line management with emphasis not only on financials, but also
on sustainable and social sides.
Units: going global. In addition to its strong presence in Brazil, Natura also has operations worldwide
(14.4% of its total net revenue in 2013), especially in Latin America (Argentina, Chile, Peru, Colombia,
Mexico) and in France as well. Furthermore, Natura has acquired 65% of Emeis Holdings Pty Ltd. in
2012, an Australian manufacturer of high-end beauty products and cosmetics, which operates under the
brand Aesop and is present in 89 stores spreaded in 4 continents (Asia, Europe, Oceania and North
America).
Production units. Natura’s production accounts for only 42% of the whole manufactured amount,
whereas the remaining 58% is produced by outsourced partners in Brazil, Mexico, Argentina, Colombia.
For its own production in Brazil, Natura has two factories on its integrated production chain, one in
Cajamar (São Paulo) and a brand new in Benevides (northern Brazil), known as Ecoparque, a sustainable
industrial complex focused on local economic development. Also, to endorse its high innovation index,
there is 2 research centers in Brazil one in New York (US) and one in France. Adding up to Natura's
decentralized logistic footprint, its products outflows comprise eight distribution centers in Brazil and one
center located in each of the following countries: Argentina, Chile, Peru, Colombia and Mexico. The
centers aim to pack and deliver the products to the consultants through outsourced carrier companies.
Company strategy. Natura’s main strategies are based on 4 pillars:
Maintaining leadership in the Brazilian market. New competitors, especially multinationals, have
increasingly threatened the company’s leading position. Natura is thus focused on ramping up consultants’
productivity and enhancing its logistics network, aiming at service excellence.
The power of relationships. One of its biggest strengths is the direct sales model, currently supported by
1.7 mn self-employed consultants of which 1.3 mn are established in Brazil. For the future, Natura is
focusing on increasing their productivity and connecting them to online sales.
Innovation and diversification. Innovation has a central part in Natura’s business strategy: in 2013
63.4% of sales were from products launched in the 24 months before and 2.9% of net revenues were
directed to R&D. Moving further with its diversification strategy, the company is now focused on
becoming available on multiple sales channels (direct sales, retail and online) and selling CF&T and nonCF&T products from a network of brands, in which Natura is just one of them.
Enhancing international operations. Natura seeks to conquer new markets by enhancing its operations
worldwide, especially in Latin America, whose net revenues had a CAGR2010-13 of 44.7%. Also, through
the brand Aesop, Natura’s international project has reached new areas such as Europe, Asia, Oceania and
North America, increasing revenues in BRL 158,859 mn in 2013
Crystal clear transparency. The company has shown willingness in maintaining corporate governance
structures to improve its closeness with shareholders, by using GRI and IIRC frameworks and obtaining
SOx certification. Natura’s administrative council is composed by 9 members (3 controllers and 6
outsiders, of which 3 are independents), assuring transparency and balance on its decisions. See appendix
9 for more on corporate governance and corporate social responsibility.
Change of CEO. After 25 years in the house, former CEO Alessandro Carlucci decided to step down.
Even though he has been decisive for the to company’s history of success, we think the change of
command will do it good, as his substitute Roberto Lima was greatly successful as CEO of Vivo
Participações SA. In such position, he strongly contributed to Vivo’s leverage in a transitional period,
leading mobile’s adaptation to 3G internet. Therefore, we believe he is the right person to lead Natura
through these new challenges the company is starting to successfully tackle.
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Figure 7: Growth CF&T vs GDP (yoy%)

Industry Overview
With a market volume of US$ 43 bn in 2013, Brazil’s CF&T industry is the third largest in the world and,
even though its economy has struggled lately, this sector has maintained its vigorous - and many times
double-digit - growth rate (See figure 7). Many drivers have contributed to such a growth, those include:

Source: Abihpec
Figure 8: Income per capta (BRL)

Source: IPEA

Figure 9: Female Employment in Brazil

Source: IBGE

Figure 10: Prices inflation
(yoy%)

i. Middle Class Expansion: economic success and social policies have increased average income (see
figure 8) in the country (creating 35 mn new customers in the past decade). According to Target Group
Index, cosmetics consumption by middle class women has grown 17%, who pursue not only low cost
products, but also high quality ones.
ii. Old but gold - the increase in life expectancy: changes in Brazil’s age pyramid indicate a widening of
the senior citizens population. The tendency to live longer is followed by the will of maintaining a
youthful look, as 92% of senior women consume cosmetics and 57% of them use make up.
iii. Female empowerment: as women employment heightens, CT&F products consumption follows. As a
fact, working women use more cosmetics and makeup than their likes that stay at home. Also, they don’t
spare: according to ABIHPEC, 63.7% of Brazilian women choose quality over price when it comes to
beauty products and 60.8% buy them twice or more per month.
iv. Modernization of production process: by adopting new technologies over the past years, CT&F
enterprises have achieved productivity gains. This way, they’ve kept its offer of competitive prices which
increased in a lower rate than inflation.
v. Resilience to economic downturns: we notice a low correlation degree between variations of GDP
and sector growth rates (of 0.277). Being this industry a sector of nondurable goods, it is more dependent
on the amount of disposable income for consumption than cyclical factors such as GDP growth and access
to credit.
We can’t fail to mention our diminishment prediction for sector growth rates – to yet still positive ones.
Great part of its past increases were due to household penetration of basic hygiene products, but
nowadays, with a penetration of almost 100%, the segment shows some saturation and a need to find new
paths to grow.
Where competition is fierce, innovation is key. The Brazilian CT&F industry comprises more than
2,400 companies, but the 20 biggest firms account for 73% of its revenues. The strongest entry barriers are
related to consumer trust, need for differentiation and economies of scale and scope, becoming thus hard
to reach major players. Fighting for Natura’s position as industry leader, Unilever, O Boticário, Procter &
Gamble and Avon are also big competitors. In a constant battle for market share, innovation becomes a
central point in their strategies: in 2012, CT&F enterprises spent BRL 13.6 bn for R&D, assets and brand
enhancement.
Due to its amazing growth in past years, Brazilian CF&T market caught the attention of many
international heavyweights, being the main reason for Natura’s recent market share losses. At the same
time beauty giants like Sephora landed in Brazil, the ones already here increased their investments in the
country. Nonetheless, most of those companies collide with the heavy taxation burden of imported CF&T
goods, which can reach up to 140% of product’s value in some cases, a true competitive advantage for
national producers like Natura.
We have performed both SWOT an Porter’s 5 forces analysis. For more information, see appendix 10.

Source: Abihpec

Figure 11: Natura’s price
positioning

Competitive Positioning
A truly Brazilian brand. Based on its value proposal of well being well, Natura has made its way into
60% of Brazilian households, showing a strong identification with Brazil’s diverse culture and
biodiversity. Natura has always given product options for all classes (see figure 11), with a dynamic
portfolio that encompasses different concepts and price ranges.
Aesop acquisition: reaching new highs. The country’s higher purchasing power stimulates CT&F
industry to offer higher value-added products, with the luxury segment having an expected growth for the
following 5 years between 15% and 25%. Following this premiumisation trend, Natura bought the highend cosmetics brand Aesop in 2012, which itself had USD$ 49 mn of sales on 2013. This way, it enters
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not only the highly profitable and not yet explored luxury market, but also inserts itself on traditional retail
through Aesop’s 63 flagship stores in more than 11 countries.

Figure 12: Aesop’s
Revenue Breakdown
(2013)

SOU brand launching: reaching new lows. The SOU brand gives huge importance to environmental
impact, using less plastic and with a lower carbon footprint. Based on aggressive marketing, the SOU
brand is sold for low prices and is specially structured to compete with hygiene products sold at drugstores
and supermarkets, targeting specially at mass consumption. Also, given its huge success in 2013, it was
possible for Natura to partially reverse its recently decreasing EBITDA and market share. Natura’s future
growth is highly reliable on its capacity of strengthening its innovation pipeline through new products and
concepts like SOU.
Being green is the new black. Being one of Natura’s strongest values, even before it became a big trend,
sustainability has revealed itself extremely important for brand construction. Also, as we see,
sustainability is not only a fleeting trend, it has come to stay: according to ABIHPEC, currently 50% of
CT&F consumers look for eco-friendly products. Therefore, Natura’s environmental concerns are
definitely paying out.

Source: Company’s data and team’s
estimates

Figure 13: SOU’s Prices
positioning

Consultants network, a unique strength. According to WFSDA, Brazil is the world’s 4th biggest market
for direct sales, a model that has always been a major sales driver in Natura’s strategy. The accelerated
growth of its consultants network has undeniably levered company growth but we see little space for
future improvement, as Natura has reached the impressive amount of 1.3 mn consultants in Brazil. Going
forward, increasing consultant productivity will be the name of the game: through Rede Natura,
consultants will focus on its essence of delighting customers with new products, instead of worrying about
ordering, delivering and charging. Nowadays, Natura’s consultant network is already Brazil’s second
biggest and most productive and we estimate those levels will reach up to 40% more in 2018. For more on
Brazilian direct sales industry, see appendix 11.
All over there. Natura’s decentralized logistical footprint appears as a chief competitive advantage
against its peers: whereas O Boticário, its main competitor in Brazil, has only 2 PPs and 2 DCs, Natura
amounts the great number of 13 DCs and 2 PPs after the conclusion of a big cycle of investments in 2013.
This helped decreasing lead-time from 7 to 4.5 days and to 48 hours in central areas, taking its service
levels to record ones.
Future Strategies: levering current company. In spite of expected CT&F and direct sales model
slowdowns, bets like Rede Natura, selling non- CT&F products and luxury cosmetics Aesop acquisition
show Natura’s focus on diversification. Going forward with the multi-channel approach, it has already
been testing its entrance in retail through kiosks in shopping malls. In addition, we appreciate its strategy
of becoming a multi-brand group, in which Natura will be just one brand in a network that reaches many
segments and all price points. Between internal development and brand acquisition, either Natura’s robust
R&D investments of 2.9% from net sales and 63.4% of innovation index in 2013 or cash generation ability
definitely enable the company to succeed in either strategies.

Source: Company’s data and team
estimates

Drifting away from market threats. Perceiving a saturation for the brazilian CF&T sector on the near
future and trying to boost its growth rates, Natura has adopted some strategies to gain competitive
advantages against its peers both inside and outside Brazil:

Figure 14: Evolution Total
Consultants vs Net Revenues

(i) Brazil: Rede Natura and Natura Mais. As we have mentioned before, Rede Natura is an innovative bet
to go multichannel through an online platform for sales and portfolio disclosure which is currently being
tested in São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro and Minas Gerais. Within Rede Natura, the company has started
diversifying its portfolio in a multi category strategy by selling non CT&F products (home and fashion)
produced from partner brands, the Natura Mais project.

Source: Company’s data and team
estimates

(ii) International Operations. Bearing in mind Brazil’s warmed down economy and CF&T market
saturation, the international operations are key to Natura’s future performance, as none of its brazilian
competitors are inserted in those countries. The CF&T industry growth in Latam itself would be enough to
justify good perspectives for the future, but that’s not all: the yet low but consistently enlarging market
share in Latam (5.1% in countries in consolidation and 1.5% in implementation) is still far below of
average brand preference of 20% in consolidated operations and brand awareness of 50% in implemented
ones. Nonetheless. after an amazing surge from 2005, Natura has already the 3rd biggest market-share in
Latam’s CF&T direct sales (excluded Brazil), driven by a CAGR2007-13 of 23.4% on consultants amount.

Valuation
Our target price of BRL 49.45 is supported by a Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) model based on the Free
Cash Flow to Firm (FCFF) approach, forecasting 5-year and a terminal value with stable growth. In order
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Figure 15: Natura’s Revenue
Breakdown

Source: Company’s data and team
estimates

Figure 16: COGS Breakdown

Source: Company’s data and team
estimates

Figure 17: Period of Investments

Source: Company’s data and team
estimates

to confirm our assumptions we used a multiple analysis comparing Natura Cosméticos SA with its peers
worldwide.
DCF Valuation
We have forecasted 5-year free cash flow to firm based on the company’s guidance and on a revenue
model divided into company’s national and international operations. We believe Natura’s investment peak
of BRL 553 mn in 2013 is starting to payoff. The company will maintain its strong revenue growth, reach
better margins and reduce working capital, achieving an upside of 32.8% from current levels. We forecast
5 years because Natura is a mature company in its sector and strong growth for several years
consecutively is not expected.
Revenue Model: sustainable growth on two fronts. Considering Natura’s operations are in different
maturity stages, we estimated its sales development distinguishing between the Brazilian operation and
other international operations (see figure 15).
(i) National market. In the past, consultants growth had been a major driver for Natura’s sales. However,
as now it has reached the envious amount of 1.3 mn. consultants in Brazil, we expect a growth slowdown,
walking side-by-side with movements in Brazilian economically active productivity, as a result of
investments on training and the introduction of new means of payment and sales channels, and (ii) the
hefty growth of Brazilian purchasing power that created 35 mn. new customers in the past decade, a trend
likely to persist. Thus, we estimate a 2014 national net revenue 6.9% higher than 2013, a growth rate 204
bps greater than last year’s, and further with a CAGR2014-18 of 7.09%.
(ii) International Market. Recently, Natura’s international revenues were booming at a CAGR2010-2013 of
44.7%, a consequence of its entrance on luxury CF&T markets around the world with Aesop acquisition
and insertion on the fastest-growing CF&T markets in Latam, favored by investments in marketing and
distribution centers around those countries. Believing this trend will go on for motives previously
discussed, we have forecasted revenues will develop at 21.1% CAGR2014-18 until maturity around 2019,
following the Brazilian market.
Margins: a few steps to EBIT recovery. Historically Natura’s EBIT margin has been another
outstanding financial highlight, consistently around 25% and proving company’s strong cash generation.
In 2013 though, EBIT margin fell to 20% due to SG&A increases mostly on account of huge efforts
towards consultants training and promotion. For the upcoming years we expect a great rebound for EBIT
margin, which will achieve 25.8% in 2018. Our recovery forecast is based on the following reasons: (i)
Net revenues’ 10.3% CAGR2014-18 will not be followed side-by-side with COGS increase, due to joint
effects of Natura’s commitment to sustainability, which decrease the usage of raw materials, (ii) efficiency
gains given the striking amount of 13 distribution centers and (iii) national rollout of Rede Natura
shouldn’t press neither Natura’s logistics (given existence of idle production capacity and decentralized
logistical footprint), neither its expenses, as rises in freight expenses (once individual orders will be send
directly to customers in 48 hours) will be likely offset by a detraction of consultant’s sales commission in
this platform.
Capex: the conclusion of an astonishing cycle. Natura is currently concluding the biggest investment
period in its history (see figure 17). Since 2009, BRL 1.58 bn has been invested in new factories and
distribution centers, cummulating in 2 production plants, 5 research centers and 13 distribution centers,
and in IT, mainly to support e-commerce entrance with Rede Natura. Also, as part of this cycle of
investments, the acquisition of 65% of Aesop, for BRL 148.7 mn, fits in well to Natura’s worldwide
insertion strategy.
As most part of this investment cycle is already over, we expect Natura to partially cut down its Capex
expenses down to BRL 475 mn by 2016. However, to keep international operations at full steam, we
foresee Capex going up again to BRL 525.7 mn to cope with organic growth. From 2019 on, as both
national and international operations reach maturity, Capex will stabilize in BRL 500 mn.
Net Working Capital: aiming efficiency. Although in 2013 NWC actually increased 170.5 mn due to a
hike of 5 days in DSO, this was a trend from a transitional year that should not persist. The construction of
new distribution centers and adoption of new means of payment will be translated into efficiency gains
concerning inventories management and accounts payable. To forecast our NWC, we took this guidance
as a basis and we believe improvements such as 8.4 days decreases in DSO, -0.1x in Inventory turns and
18 days in DPO will be perceived in the coming years, causing NWC to grow in a lower rate than
revenues.
Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC). Our WACC varies from 11.08% in 2014 to 10.35% in
2018, according to Natura’s capital structure and using Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) to calculate
its cost of equity. In the end, we converted the WACC from US dollars to BRL considering US’ and BR’s
inflation rates.
Risk free rate: Our rate (in US dollar) is 2.37%, based on the current yield of american 10-year-T-Bond.
Beta: By initially calculating Natura’s raw beta through linear regression, and afterwards adjusting for the
benchmark, we came up with a beta of 0.75.
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Table 1: WACC

·

Equity Risk Premium: Our ERP rate of 4.6% was calculated for a mature market based on
the geometric average of the difference between S&P 500 Index and 10-year-T-Bond, from 1928-2013.
Since Brazil is not a mature market, we added a country equity risk premium we have thus inflated this
rate by a default spread of 285 bps.
Inflation Differential: To convert the cost of capital from USD to BRL we have used 6.5% for BR
(IPCA yoy%) and 2% for US (CPI yoy%) inflation rates.
Cost of debt: Natura’s cost of debt is 5.47% in US dollars, extracted from borrowings by BNDES and
based on the Libor index. Although this interest rate is lower than Brazilian risk free rate, it is a
result from subsidized loans granted by the Brazilian government and the gap between US and BR
inflations,
Perpetual Growth. Considering Natura as a mature company, in perpetuity we forecasted a perpetual
growth rate of 4.5%, while assuming that Brazil reaches the center of inflation target of 4.5%, meaning,
thus, a nule real growth.
Sensibility analysis. Due to the fact that the bulk of the company value in our model is in perpetuity,
which is sensitive to the long-term cost of capital and growth, we ran a sensitivity analysis on these
variations to measure fluctuations in our target price.
Table 2: Sensibility Analysis

Source: Team estimates

Figure 19: NTM and Historical
multiples
Source: Team estimates

Source: Company’s data and team
estimates

Figure 22: Natura’s ROE against
peers

Multiple Analysis. In order to support our DCF valuation, we ran a multiple analysis comparing Natura
with its global peers using P/E and EV/EBITDA ratios. Our forecasts for Natura’s NTM EV/EBITDA
multiples is 9.9x, whereas the peers' median is 10.7x which is in line with Natura’s historical negative
spread to them. The company is also trading at P\E of 14.7x vs the sector average of 19.7x, implying a
34% discount, what we believe is not reasonable, given Natura premium profile vis-a-vis its peers.
Comparing Natura’s NTM P/E and EV/EBITDA ratios with its own historical value of 15.7x and 12.1x,
we also notice the company is currently undervalued. In addition, our DCF analysis resulted in an implicit
EV/EBITDA of 14.2x for 2014, which implies a premium of 17.4% to its historical value, reinforcing our
BUY recommendation. The DCF forecast is supported by the company's impressive international growth
rates (CAGR2010-13 of 44.7%) and our belief on the full absorption of recent national investments in
profitability gains.

Financial Analysis
Sales growth. For the upcoming years we forecast a sales growth CAGR2014-18 of 14%, a substantial hike
compared to the CAGR2010-13 10.9%. Ample room for growth in Latin America suggest that International
Operations’ growth rates are likely to maintain high standards shown by CAGR2010-13 of 44.7%, achieving
28.7% of company's revenue in 2018. Outstanding international results offset National deceleration in
2013, but we believe this was an outlier year and national results are back on an upward trend, supported
by recent logistics improvement, aggressive marketing in launching new products and high innovation
index (average of 65% in 2013).

Source: Company’s data and team
estimates

Earnings. Following its IPO in 2004, Natura enjoyed of a favorable industry scenario and a surge in its
consultant base; as a result, its net income showed an enviable CAGR2004-09 of 23.8%. Nonetheless, this
accelerated upward trend slowed down to 5.5% CAGR2010-2013 as CF&T industry became more
competitive and a great cycle of investments on PP&E impacted negatively on SG&A. In spite of the
disappointing 2Q 2014 caused by the World Fifa Cup, we believe a turnover is on its course powered by
Rede Natura, International Operations and innovations like SOU brand. A revenue growth rate of 15.2%
in 1Q 2014 compared to one year before shows the company’s potential to continuously increase its EPS
up to BRL 2.15 at the end of 2014, an upside of 9% from 2013, boosted by the strength of 4Q cyclical
end-year sales.
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Figure 22: Historical EBITDA
over Net Debt

Source: Company’s data and team
estimates

Figure 23: Cash Flow Statement

Source: Company’s data and team
estimates

Table 3: Bullish Scenario
: Bullish Scenario

Profitability: simply the best. One of Natura's financial highlights has been its outstanding Return on
Equity (ROE): over 60% since its IPO in 2004 and 6x higher than its peers. ROE reached 73% in 2013,
mostly on account of net margin drop from 13.8% to 12.1% due to higher financial expenses demanded
for debt hedging and earnings reserves utilization for acquiring Aesop's minorities. Supported by lower
COGS, we forecast a growing net margin for the coming years, achieving 14.8% by 2018 and impacting
positively on ROE, which will maintain an average of 69%.
Natura's Return on Invested Capital (ROIC) has decreased since 2010 from 42% to 34% due to higher
amounts of long term debt issued to support its investment plans over the last years. Nevertheless, the
company is starting a harvest period of earnings and will retrieve its historical value of 41% by 2018.
Capital structure: rebalancing outliers years. Debt-to-capital ratio changed from 49% in 2011 to 79%
in the first semester of 2014 due to huge amount of debt issues since 2012 in order to finance big
investments in PP&E. Once the biggest part of current restructuring is already completed, we do not
expect this trend to persist. We believe total debt is likely to increase around BRL 650 mn within the next
5 years in order to cope with company’s expansion, especially in operations in consolidation, but in a
lower proportion compared to gains on equity, reducing thus Debt-to-Capital ratio to 63% over 2018.
Cash Flows: strong cash generation and shareholder friendly-policy. Natura has presented robust
Cash Flows from Operations(CFO) results, powered by its impressive historical EBIT margins’ average
of 23%. The company has shown commitment to improve its production process by innovating and
diminishing raw material uses, as shown on SOU brand (70% less plastic) and deodorants (15% less
aluminium). Thus, we believe COGS will be reduced up to 500 bps by 2018, bringing margin EBITDA to
25,8% and boosting CFO to BRL 1.8bn. A 100% dividend payout policy has resulted in recurrent negative
Cash Flows from Financing(CFF) and as net profits will consistent increase, dividends expenses will
thus increase CFF up to 1.3bn in 2018. Through debts, CFF will also guarantee the cash needed for new
investments, supporting Cash Flow from Investments (CFI).
CFI has grown over the last years due to Capital Expenditures and even though we predict a decrease for
the next years, after 2016 a maintenance of BRL 500mn levels is likely to occur, in order to cope with
company expansion, especially in Latin America.
ADDITIONAL FINANCIAL UPSIDES
Bullish case. We conducted a scenario analysis in which we consider the launching of 3 massiveconsumption product lines within the forecasted period, given previous SOU brand success and
company’s high innovation capacity. The impact in our model is based on gains on national growth after
SOU launching (400 bps). Through this scenario we reach a target price of BRL 55.96, implying an upside
of 50.24% from current levels (see table 22).

Risks
Source: Company’s data and Team
estimates

Figure 23: Risk Management

Macroeconomic Risk.
-Further deterioration of Brazilian economy. Since 2012 Brazil has been struggling with a
macroeconomic downturn. Although CF&T demand has little correlation with GDP fluctuations, a further
deterioration of this scenario would end up affecting Natura, given joint effects of hiking unemployment
rates (and, therefore, decrease of disposable income for consumption) and pressure from inflation over
COGS and SG&As.
-Currency: a Real risk. Real devalorization, such as seen this year, could have a negative impact on
Natura since 19% of COGS are tied to other currencies (mainly Dolar and Euro) and, even though
partially hedged, 75% of debt (ca. BRL 2.169 bn) is denominated in foreign currencies.
-Interest exposure. Even though CF&T consumption is weakly dependant on credit, bearing thus little
connection with interest rates fluctuations, Natura’s business would suffer with an increase of either CDI
or TJLP due to heightened net debt services and expenses, linked to post-fixed interest rates.(CUSTO DA
DIVIDA?)
-Crisis on IOs. Considering that international operations will represent a growing share of consolidated
sales, Natura is exposed to hefty economic crisis in any of those countries. Argentina represents around
3% of Natura’s sales, being thus its most significant IO and posing as the riskiest of all given its current
economic downturn.
Market Risk.
-Continuous decline on direct sales model. Even though Brazil has the 4th biggest share in the US$
178.5 bn. global direct sales market, we see a pressing trend for a multi-channel approach for CF&T sales,
where direct sales tend to suffer with plunging market participation. If this trend continues and Natura
fails to succeed on its online sales and retail stores projects, sales and market share drops should follow.
Operational Risk
-Rede Natura not pulling through. Undoubtedly, Rede Natura is the company’s greatest bet to drift
away from market threats, diversifying its product categories, brands and sales channel and thus revoking

Source: Team estimates
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Figure 24: Raw Materials
Breakdown

Source: Team estimates

Figure 25: Bearish Scenario

recent loss of market share. If this breakthrough project fails, Natura should suffer with further plunges of
market share and sales growth.
-Lose ability to innovate. Natura has a sales cycle of ca. 21 days, where it launches a whole new
magazine, with fresh promotions and product offers. To keep its product portfolio constantly updated and
attractive, Natura’s ability to innovate is essential, as the company invests ca. 2.7% of net sales on
innovation yoy. In case it fails to continuously renew its product portfolio, Natura could lose attractiveness
to consultants, affecting sales growth.
-Consultants. As consultants growth and their productivity are major sales drivers for Natura, any failure
on keeping up activation levels or achieve productivity gains will have a negative impact. Company’s
underperformed results on the 2Q2014 are almost entirely explained by the World Cup impact on
consultants productivity, partly caused by less working days but mostly due to less dedication to sales.
-Commodity prices. Production inputs are key factors in the company’s cost structure. Those expenses
totaled 82% of COGS in 2013 of which 39% are oil derived, representing around BRL 661.8 mn.
Although world’s economy deceleration and Brazilian’s government intervention have recently caused oil
prices to drop, an unexpected positive oscillation would have considerable impact on company’s results.
Competitive Risk.
-Aggressive competition. It seems that one of Natura’s biggest threats comes from the aggressive
competitive scenario in Brazilian CF&T industry. In recent years, international heavyweights such as
Unilever, P&G, L’Oreal and Sephora either increased investments or entered the market, biting off part of
Natura’s market share, which experienced a loss of 2.9 bps. from 2011-13, and pressing its gross margins
due to promotional activities. Those brands, easily accessible on retail stores, supermarkets, drugstores
and e-commerce, press Natura to update its sales channel towards a multi-options one.
Government risk.
-Taxation: a recurring burden. In order to compensate high energy costs, Brazilian government
threatened CF&T industry with a tax increase at the beginning of 2014. If it had gone through, there
would be an increase up to 24% in some products. ABIHPEC’s strong pressure has prevented it from
happening, but we believe it is of big importance to closely monitor this issue, as the discussion is likely to
come up again next year.
-Changes in environmental law. Being Natura heavily linked to Brazil’s biodiversity, any legislative
changes restricting access to natural resources will negatively affect its operations. Nowadays, Natura
already struggles with an imperfect law that increases costs of dealing with Brazilian biodiversity.
Corporate Governance Risk
-New CEO. Alessandro Carlucci, former CEO that lifted Natura to its leadership position, decided to step
down after 25 years in the house. Even though we firmly believe Roberto Lima will be a winning bet as
new CEO, we consider the risk of him not being able to fit in well and thus do not revamp company’s
operations.
Bearish case. We ran a scenario analysis where we consider a 10% decrease in gross margin as a result of
competition enforcement and a further macroeconomic downturn, represented by the impact of an 2%
interest rate increase on the cost of debt. Through this scenario, we deliver the target price of 33.3,
implying a downside of 10.4%.

Source: Team estimates

Figure 26: Monte Carlo
Simulation

Volatility Analysis. To complete our risk analysis, we performed a Monte Carlo Simulation to see a price
range to our estimated fair value. The simulation captures the effects of interactions by changes in
macroeconomic variables creating a large number of scenarios. In 67.8% of scenarios, the stock of
NATU3 is given a BUY recommendation, and only in 6.8% is given a SELL recommendation. The price
range, estimated with 95% level of confidence, was BRL 1.44 to BRL 88.03. See appendix 12.
Figure 27: Risk Matrix- Likelihood vs Consequences

Source: Team estimates
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Appendix 1: Balance Sheet Statement (BRL th)
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Appendix 2: Income Statement (BRL th)
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Appendix 3: Cash Flow Statement and Free Cash Flow (BRL th)
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Appendix 4: Financial Ratios
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Appendix 5: DuPont Analysis
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Appendix 6: Multiples Analysis
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Appendix 7: E-Commerce in Brazil
Even though internet penetration in Brazil reaches only half of total population, the country hoards
the 5th biggest group of internet users in the world, with ca. 88.5 bn people online. With that huge
market partnered with great room for growth, internet sales became a righteous channel for further
expansion, as sales have shown a CAGR2001-13 of 40%. In that field, the scenario gets even better for
CF&T industry, who has the 3rd biggest share of sales. Trying to get a bite of this quickly growing
and very attractive market, Natura has launched Rede Natura, which we think will be seen in the
future as a breakthrough on company’s history.

E-Commerce Revenues (BRL bn.)
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

2012 2013

Sales per Segment (% of total revenue)
Bookstores

8.90%

Eletronics

9%

CF&T

12.20%

Appliances

12.30%

Fashion
0.00%

13.70%
2.00%

4.00%

6.00%

8.00%

10.00%

12.00%

14.00%

16.00%

Source: E-commerce.org
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Appendix 8: Natura Cosméticos S/A and its Subsidiaries

Indústria e Com. de
Cosméticos Natura Ltda.

Natura Logística e Serviços
Ltda.

Natura Inovação e
Tecnologia de Produtos
Ltda.

Natura Innovation et
Technologie de Produits
SAS França

Natura Biosphera Com. de
Cosméticos e Serviços
Ltda.
Natura Cosméticos S.A.
Chile

Natura Cosmético S.A.
Peru
Natura Cosméticos S/A
Brazil
Natura Cosméticos S.A.
Argentina

Natura Cosméticos Ltda.
Colômbia

Natura Cosméticos España

Natura International B.V.
Holanda

Natura International Inc.
EUA (NY)

Natura Brazil Pty. Ltd.

Emeis Holdings Pty Ltd.
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Appendix 9: Corporate Governance and Corporate Social Responsibility
Corporate Governance: prizing transparency to stakeholders

Since its listing on BM&F Bovespa on 2004, Natura joined the Novo Mercado segment, the
highest level of corporate governance. With the key element of transparency to stakeholders in mind,
Natura committed itself to a number of rules, which include: (i) issuance of only common stocks; (ii)
keep at least 25% of company’s shares on free float; (iii) release its annual financial reports in English
and according to international accounting rules.
Nonetheless, Natura’s commitment to transparency goes even further. To start with, it is a
member of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) and the International Integrated Reporting
Committee (IIRC). It was selected by the International Finance Corporation from the World Bank to
be a part of the Company Circle of Latin American Corporate Governance, a group of companies
chosen by its good governance practices. Also, even though it is not listed in New York, Natura has
suited itself to the American SOx certification, creating special committees to oversee operations and
possible risks.
Natura’s highest decision making spheres include the Board of Directors and the
Administrative Counsil, which have the following composition:

Board of Directors
José Vicente
Roberto Lima - Roberto Pedote Marino - Brands
CEO
CFO
and business VP

João Paulo
Ferreira Networks VP

Administrative Counsil
Antônio
Luiz
Seabra

Pedro Luiz Guilherme
Passos
Leal

Plínio
Musetti

Luiz
Ernesto
Gemignani

Júlio
Moura
Neto

Marcos
Lisboa

Raul Beer
Roth

Silvia Dias
Lagnado

Corporate Social Responsibility: Triple Bottom Line Management

Bearing in mind that company growth is heavily linked to the environment and its network of
relationships, Natura commits itself to not only economic results, but also environmental and social
ones, always seeking a sustainable growth. In hopes of neutralizing negative externalities, Natura
engages itself to reduce water consumption, solid wastes generation and to become a carbon-neutral
company, releasing a set of goals and results for each year.
Sustainability Measures
Emissions (kg CO2 / kg produced units)
Solid Waste Generation (g / produced units)
Water Consumption (L / produced units)

2013
2.79
21.7
0.40

2012
2.99
26,00
0.40

2011
3.12
20.01
0.40

2010
3.3
23.09
0.42

2009
3.55
0.42

Source: Company data
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Socially, Natura focus on generating positive externalities to the people around them, knowing
that relationships are key to sustain company’s growth. This way, Natura provides training to its
employees, supports communities in the Amazon as company’s suppliers and invests directly on
public education through Instituto Natura (an organization funded by a line of non-CF&T products
called Natura Crer para Ver).
Supplier Communities

2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

Comunidades

35

36

32

25

25

Benefiting Families

3,117

3,571

3,235

2,301

2,012

2011
8,397
345
4,943
922,028

2010
10,317
370
5,690
427,685

Crer para Ver Program
Amount raised (BRL th)
Covered cities
Covered schools
Benefiting students

2013
17,066
4,653
73,707
3,095,982

2012
12,835
3,300
72
3,000,000

Source: Company data
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Appendix 10: SOWT and Porter Analysis
Aiming to examine further Natura’s positioning in the CF&T industry, we have performed both
SOWT and Porter’s 5 forces analysis.
SWOT
Strengths
-Strong brand
-Powerful consultant network
-Hefty financials: cash flow generation, EBITDA
margin and ROE
-Decentralized logistic footprint
-Triple bottom-line management
-Mighty innovation ability
Opportunities
-Diversification: entrance on online sales channel,
new price points (Aesop acquisition) and sales of nonCF&T products
-Booming international operations

Weaknesses
-Current dependency on Brazilian market and
direct sales channel

Threats
-Fierce competition and recent market-share losses
-CF&T market and direct sales channel saturations
-Worsening of macroeconomic environment

Porter’s 5 forces analysis
Scale: 5: Most favorable to Natura; 1: Less favorable to Natura.

Threat of substitute products – grade 3:
Consumers are somewhat loyal (-) and innovation and differentiation makes harder to find substitutes
(+).
Threat of increased competition from rivals – grade 1:
Competition is high (-), Natura is struggling with its leadership position (-); international competitors
and coming to Brazil and those who were already here are increasing investments (-).
Threat of new entrants – grade 4:
Low entry barriers (-), but it’s hard to compete among the big players (+).
Bargaining power of suppliers – grade 5:
Decentralized supplier network (+)
Bargaining power of customers – grade 5:
Being a retail company focused on direct sales, Natura does not have big customers that could
threaten it (+).

Porter's 5 Forces - CF&T Industry

Customers

Products

Suppliers
5
4
3
2
1
0

Competition

New Entrants
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Appendix 11: Direct Sales in Brazil
On a global industry of US$ 178,521 mn, US$ 14,188 of sales come from Brazilian direct sellers, an
industry that hoards 4,504,001 independent contractors, being the world’s 4th biggest market.
Especially in the CF&T industry, direct sales account for 26.5% of total sales, in spite of recent
slowdown of this sales channel. Within those impressive numbers, Natura’s performance is
outstanding: its consultant network is the country’s second largest and most productive, showing
production levels 2x higher than the rest.
Retail Sales(US$ mn)
178521
32670
27346
17901
14188
14469

Global
USA
China
Japan
Brazil
South Korea

CAGR (2010-13)
6,80%
4,60%
23,30%
-4,40%
8,60%
8%

Source: WFDSA

CF&T Channel Breakdown
Grocery Retailers

Drugstores

Beauty Specialist Retailers

Direct Selling

Others

120.00%
100.00%
80.00%

28.3%

26.5%

2008

2012

60.00%
40.00%
20.00%
0.00%
Source: ABIHPEC
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Appendix 12: Monte Carlo Simulation
We performed a Monte Carlo simulation as a volatility analysis to our Target Price via DCF.
Considering only risks that could be modeled with certain confidence, probability distributions were
assigned to most relevant variables of our model based on historical values. These risks, variables,
distribution associated to them and standard deviations are the following:
Risk
Decrease in
revenues
Decrease in
margins
Decrease in
margins
Decrease in
margins

Variables

Distribution

St Dev

GDP real growth - %

Normal

2.3

Inflation rate - IPCA %
Exchange rate BRL/USD

Normal

1.25

Log-normal

0.3

Interest rate - CDI %

Normal

3.41

Based on the results of 300,000 iterations, the simulation shows that, with 95% of confidence level,
NATU3’s target price is within BRL 1.44 to BRL 88.03 range. Probability of a SELL
recommendation is only 6.8%, against 67.8% of a BUY recommendation.
Target Price
Mean
Median
Minimum
Maximum
St Dev

SELL: 6.8% HOLD:
25.4%

50000

43.98
40.13
1.44
88.03
12.57

BUY:
67.8%

45000
40000
Frequency

35000
30000
25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0
0

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85
Price
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Appendix 13: Latam’s Most Valuable Brands

3500
3000

3156
2615

US$ mn

2500
2000
1500
1000
500

1016
547 485 420
381 366 357 320 319 263 261
246 173 160 159 147 147 124

0
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